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The Helpline recently received a call 
regarding an issue with an ABS fault on a 

2010 Ford Kuga 2.0TDCi. The Kuga had a fault 
code recorded of C1144 - Tone ring missing 
tooth. The technician, being very experienced, 
followed the usual process of confirming, 
testing and then repairing. 

The first step was to use his Picoscope to 
see the signals from both rear speed sensors. 
This showed the tech an obvious signal error 
from the right rear wheel speed sensor. The 
signal showed a cyclic drop in the signal every 
44 teeth. As the Tone ring is enclosed, no visible 
inspection was possible. The technician fitted a 

new drive shaft, as this was the obvious answer. 
Unfortunately, it did not resolve the issue and 
the signal still showed a cyclic dropout ever 44 
teeth. It was time for a closer inspection.  

When zoomed into the signal trace, it was 
seen that the duty cycle of the bad sensor trace 
was different to the correct sensor trace. A 50% 
duty was present on the correct signal, but an 
80% negative duty was present on the bad 
side. This gave us some suspicion of possibly a 
bad sensor or control module fault. We 
suggested that the suspect sensor be moved to 

the left rear loom and 
retested. The abnormal 
trace moved to the left 
rear with the sensor, 
leaving no doubt that the 
sensor was faulty. A new sensor was fitted, the 
fault was cleared and a road test confirmed all 
was good. 

It was suspected the ECM was picking up 
on the signal error and possible resetting the 
ground every 44 teeth. As the signal was so 
precise in the dropout failure, only a module 
could control this. 

Going in deep to diagnose a Kuga wheel speed sensor fault

The duty cycle (pulse width) on the subject sensor 
was different from a known good signal

A signal dropout at every 44 teeth 
suggested a broken tooth
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The wheel speed sensor was positioned 
over the axle shaft

A technician called the Helpline about the 
signals he was trying to interrogate from 

an ABS wheel speed sensor. He had set up his 
scope and was getting what looked like a 12-
volt signal, along with what he described as 
noise on the signal voltage. 

We explained that the signal for this type 
of ABS sensor is a very small variation on the 12 
Volt Bias voltage, and that the setup he was 
using was not the best option. Looking at the 
potential difference would reveal a better signal 
definition. This involves setting the scope 
voltage base to a lower level, around 100mv per 
division, enabling us to measure a signal of up 
to 1 volt. You then ground the channel to a 
battery positive connection point, and the signal 
line to the circuit in question. 

In this configuration, the scope only 
displays the potential difference in the signal as 
compared to the positive battery voltage. This 
gives a much better definition of the wheel 
speed sensor signal, as the signal is normally a 
300mv waveform influenced by an opposing 
magnetic impulse ring. The voltage range of the 
scope is only 1 volt, but the signal shape was 
clear to see. 

Versatile potential difference testing 
Another very valuable use of potential 

difference, or voltage drop measurements, is in 
the tracking of current draw over longer time 
periods with the use of a scope. 

Combine this with a calculation using 
Ohm’s Law, you can determine the actual 
current through a known resistance value. 
Measuring a potential difference across a 
known resistance will give you the current 
flowing through the circuit. For example, a 
300mv drop in potential across a 1 Ohm resistor 
is a 300ma current draw. 

This is the basic principle of non-invasive 
current testing, and is very useful when tracing 
a parasitic drain. This is the basic principle 
behind the fuse charts available from Power 
Probe. 
 
Other potential difference tests  

Many charging and starting system faults 
can be solved with the basic potential difference 
testing under operating loads. Any circuit 
should have little or no volt drop from end to 
end while under load. These include charging 
power and ground circuits. 

Increased voltage drop levels seriously 
reduce the efficiency of a starter motor. Before 
condemning a slow starter, always carry out a 
volt drop test of both the ground circuit and live 
circuit. Always remember the circuit must be 
operating for the voltage drop to be accurate.  

As a rule, a maximum potential difference 
(voltage drop) of 0.25volts in a high current 
circuit, and 0.1 volt in a low current circuit is 
normal. Starting and charging systems are high 
current components. All other systems should 
be considered to be low current circuits. 
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Potential Difference – An underused diagnostic tool

Ohm’s Law states that the Voltage drop is equal to 
the Current times the Resistance, or V=IxR




